Effects of climate change can be handled by means of mitigation and adaptation. In the 17 biological sciences, adaptations are evolved solutions of engineering problems where 18 organisms need to match an ecological challenge. Based on Adaptive Dynamics theory, a 19 definition is proposed of adapted states and adaptational lags which is applicable during 20 periods with environmental change of any speed and to any character. Adaptation can thus be 21 studied even when it emerges from complex eco-evolutionary processes and targets for 22 adaptation are not defined or known a priori. The approach is exemplified with a model for 23 delayed germination (germination probability) in an annual plant, which is the classic life 24 history example for adaptation to uncertain environments. Plasticity and maternal effects are 25 added to the model to investigate lags in these modes of trait determination which are often 26 presumed to be adaptive. In the example, adaptational lags are not converging to an 27 equilibrium and change sign. For the model version with plasticity and maternal effect 28 weights, the presence of a lag in these trait components can temporarily change the direction 29 of selection on the genotypic weight. Adaptational lag is related to the establishment 30 probability of mutants in the model example. It could therefore have practical relevance. A 31 first general classification is proposed of model structures that include both adaptive control 32 and evolutionary adaptation. 33 34 35 36 Climate change generates massive challenges. Different species will show a range of 37 responses to environmental change (Newman et al. 2011), and these can be to our own 38 advantage or not. Initially, human policy to deal with climate change mostly focused on 39 mitigating our interaction with the environment (Schipper 2006), by dampening the effects of 40 gradual environmental changes or by reducing the speed and magnitude of change and its 41 consequences. However, awareness has increased that human adaptation is necessary, merits 42 attention and that it interacts with mitigation (Kane & Shogren 2000). 43 Adaptation is a term in biology which predates the development of evolutionary biology 44 (Amundson 1996). The term specifies that the engineering problem of matching organisms to 45 an existing ecological challenge has been solved for the traits that are adapted. Natural 46 selection and evolutionary responses are seen as the main problem solvers in this respect and 47 by means of strategic compromises or a trait development responding to cues, adaptation can 48 be to a range of variable environments (Levins 1968). However, in the context of human 49 climate change responses, "adaptation" has become reframed over the years from this eco-50 evolutionary meaning applicable to any organism into a policy response (Schipper 2006), 51 from describing a dynamics of autonomously evolving systems into a concept more in line 52 with human adaptive systems control towards a given target (Tyukin 2011). This trend makes 53 it increasingly difficult to integrate and predict effects of autonomous evolutionary adaptation 54 and of (policy) control in biological systems. A revised or re-clarified notion of evolutionary 55 adaptation to climate change could address this and might facilitate the integration of 56 evolutionary adaptation and system control into forecasts. 57 4 The consensus is that most organisms currently respond to climate change with phenotypic 58 plasticity (Gienapp & Merilä 2018), developmental changes in response to altered 59 environmental cues that are often believed to be adaptive (Merilä & Hendry 2014). The 60 alternative considered, evolution by changes in genotype frequencies, requires the presence 61 of heritable genetic variation for the involved traits and therefore most studies looking for 62 ongoing adaptation in natural systems focused on demonstrating evolutionary phenotypic 63 responses by means of changes in gene frequencies (Gienapp & Merilä 2018). However, such 64 responses don't need to point in the direction where adaptation would be fastest or even 65 where phenotypic changes are adaptive (Leimar 2009, Teplitsky et al. 2014). Additional 66 evidence is required to support and demonstrate adaptation to a particular target phenotype or 67 that a plastic response observed is adaptive. In addition, the target of adaptation can move 68 over time. This has usually been modeled by making the target an explicit time-dependent 69 parameter (Lynch et al 1991), i.e., as if the target is known. We can certainly define and 70 model targets in our policies, but these might not align with how the considered system or 71 system components we try to control will evolve and adapt autonomously during climate 72 change. There is a need to investigate what the targets of biological adaptation are during 73 climate change, whether evolving organisms approach them and how far we are removed 74 from them, for situations where they are not pre-defined or controlled but emerge from eco-75 evolutionary processes, affected or not by policy control. 76 77 Using a classical model for delayed germination in annual plants with a seed bank (Cohen 78 1966, Ellner 1997), I propose and exemplify an analysis of evolutionary adaptation and 79 adaptational lags during environmental change. Note that this is an exercise involving a 80 single projection of population states into the future, and many projections of evolution.
Introduction
Invasion fitness is directly related to the establishment probability of a new strategy in a 139 given stationary environment with a resident population already present (Haldane 1927 , Ripa 140 & Dieckmann 2013 . 141 In order to find adapted states, we proceed as follows. Ellner (1997) contains an insightful 142 presentation of results that depend on a partial derivative used to determine whether a 143 germination probability below one can invade. It is (Eqn. 3a) . When this 144 quantity is positive, it is adaptive to always germinate. When it is negative, we can expect 145 adapted states with a germination probability below one, i.e. the establishment of a seed bank 146 where a fraction of the seeds remain more than one season. A crucial insight in evolutionary 147 ecology was that such probabilities can only be adaptive when life history parameters 148 fluctuate and long-term fitness is appropriately used as the quantity to determine adaptation. 149 In these cases, we need to locate the intermediate germination probability values that are so-150 called evolutionarily singular points (represented here as p * , Geritz et al. 1998 If we assume that years can be good with probability q and otherwise bad, that the total 161 recruitment to the seed bank equals K per unit of area in a good year and k in a bad year, then 162 (Eqn. 3a) can be worked out. This is an exercise in Elmer (1997) namely that the population will always be able to attain the adapted state very rapidly and that 171 gradual environmental changes provoke gradually changing population states that are each 172 predicted well by the adapted state for the environment of that year (Fig. 1 when it is smaller. The average adaptational lag in a population then is the average of this the germination probability near the boundary where p = 1, makes it that the seed bank is 219 never completely gone, even when that would be adaptive. This opposes the idea that 220 increased genetic heritable variation will inherently lead to improved adaptation. where invlogit denotes the inverse-logit function .
232
Germination probability now depends in a non-linear manner specified by an inverse-logit and selection. What is also important is that the seed bank now contains individuals in 247 different states, namely those that carry markers M = 0 and the others that carry M = 1.
248
If we repeat the environmental scenario of Fig. 2 and determine adapted CSS states per year 249 for the three trait components, then adapted states for the plasticity weight are generally 250 extreme ( Figure 3A) , while for the genotypic value a pattern similar to Fig. 2 the evolving components of individuals in the actual population (g, b, m) by the values at the in a population (Fig. 4A) , but that the dependence on the adaptational lag is complex and 301 gives the lag little predictive value of this fraction (Fig. 4B ). Peischl and Kirkpatrick ( number of offspring of germinated seeds is estimated, this relates poorly to the average 306 germination probability in the population (Fig. 4C ), but it does better to the adaptational lag 307 (Fig. 4D) . A lowess regression with a restricted span of the smoother shows a peak near zero 308 adaptational lag. This means that establishment probabilities of mutations, for example, relate 309 more to the adaptational lag than to the average germination probability in a population.
310
When mutants appear with effects in the juvenile or adult stage that are slightly 311 advantageous, they have to overcome a bigger disadvantage to get established when the 312 adaptational lag in the population is not zero. Adaptational lag can thus be seen in this case as 313 a measure of adaptability. From Fig. 3F we see that the lag is smallest in the cooler years near 314 the end of the simulation. Upon inspection, it turns out that the lag is smallest and the newly 315 15 recruited fraction in the seed bank largest when the total number of recruits per year is 316 largest. This is, however, only the case because phenotypic plasticity is included in the 317 determination of germination probability. Strategies can then exploit the good years to 318 outcompete other strategies more easily by always germinating and don't need to adapt with a 319 compromise between good and bad years. carried out alongside such estimation to determine whether the approximation is warranted.
371
It was found that lags can't be removed for boundary adaptive strategies if any phenotypic 372 variance remains present. This result is similar to the variance lag load in population genetics, 373 but arises near trait space boundaries. If we extend this idea to human socio-economic 374 evolution and if we assume that strategies aiming for zero carbon dioxide emission are 375 boundary strategies, then the conclusion must be that they will never be reached as long as 376 heritable variation or non-heritable variation in our population remains. Beckage et al.
377
(2018) modelled the feedback between human behaviour and projected climate change.
378
Nudging the perceived risk of climate change was proposed as a mitigation policy response, 379 but whether behavioural responses will be adaptive was not considered. In evolutionary 380 ecology, cue perception and associated response plasticity are often studied as adaptations 381 and even if we refuse to see our own adaptation as an evolutionary response, it might be 382 useful to try to determine the adapted states of what we aim to implement. 
